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For those living in the Baroque period, ruminating on death was not only
unavoidable but also a natural part of life. The turbulent course of the 17th
century, with its high mortality rates, religious wars, massacres, famines
and plagues, weighed down the European population.1 Felt on a daily basis,
such experiences naturally led people to reﬂect on how ephemeral life was.
As a consequence, the process of preparing oneself for death became a central element in every person’s life, and the funeral became one of the most
important events.2
Regardless of religious denomination, music played an important role in
funeral ceremonies. In Catholic liturgy, the order of the funeral rites oﬀers
a good background for understanding the evolution of the requiem mass.
Conversely, the Protestant churches, especially the Lutherans, made it possible for the Lied, the motet, and the cantata to evolve.3 The music composed for speciﬁc funerals was very often accompanied by one-oﬀ prints
that described the funeral ceremony and the sermon. This practice of printing ‘commemorative books’ (Leichenpredigtdrucke) was typical of German
Lutheranism,4 with some researchers going so far as to draw an analogy
between the commissioning of funereal music in Germany and the commissioning of coﬃn portraits in Poland.5 In this paper, I treat the characteristic
Sarmatian or early modern Polish penchant for images as a backdrop for my
argument.6
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Polish Baroque prints used for special occasions consist of a variety of images that comprise interesting iconographical material. One of them, known
as Diariusz trzydniowej pogrzebowej pompy I. W. Imci Pana Józefa Siemieńskiego, kasztelana lwowskiego (A Diary of the Three-day Pompa Funebris of
the Right Honourable Józef Siemieński, Castellan of Lviv) (1761) – includes a
peculiar and unique representation of Death. Siemieński was a member of a
well-known and inﬂuential family but virtually no information about the man
survives other than the fact that he was Castellan of Lviv, which we know
from the print.7 When he died, his widow organized an ostentatious, three
day-long funeral. The Diary contains a complete description of the iconographical decorations prepared in the small Franciscan church in Wisznia
near Lviv in today’s Ukraine.8 The print also includes an etching that depicts
the Genius of Death, which was used as a decoration for the choir. In the
image, the Genius of Death is presented as a musician playing the trumpet –
except that the musician is a skeleton, itself made up of a variety of musical
instruments (see Figure 9.1). The image is quite extraordinary, and cannot
be pinpointed to any existing iconographical type. This is why I have found
it appropriate for the purposes of this study to call this unique image the
Musicus Mortalis, and I believe that the image is an example of a special
Baroque conceit which combines a variety of iconographical motives concerning music. To clarify my understanding of the image, a discussion of the
background of musical iconography of Death is necessary.

The Dance of Death
The iconography of Death in the Baroque period was closely connected with
the interest in reviving the medieval cultural phenomenon known as Dances
of Death. The origins of the genre can be traced to two texts, a 13th-century
French legend that narrated a meeting of three dead people and three living ones, and a poem entitled Vado mori.9 In the Middle Ages, the motif
became widespread throughout Europe, especially in France and Germany.
In fact, it became so popular that phrases like ‘to take part in the Dance of

Figure 9.1 Anonymus, Musicus mortalis, 1761, an etching from Diariusz
trzydniowej pogrzebowej pompy I. W. Imci Pana Józefa Siemieńskiego,
kasztelana lwowskiego (Wrocław, 1761), p. 6; Cracow: Jagiellonian Library,
Early Printed Books Department, entry BJ 915 240 III; published by kind
permission of the Jagiellonian Library
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Death’ or ‘in the dance macabre’ entered common usage as synonyms for
dying.10 Interestingly, in Dance of Death images it is actually quite rare to
see the skeletons or the putrefying bodies playing musical instruments. Instead, the representations mainly depict the dead dancing, often inviting all
kinds of living people to join in their dance. If they are actually playing an instrument, these are mainly shawms, busines, trumpets, drums or tabors.11
However there are exceptions, such as a woodcut from Guyot Marchand’s
Danse macabre (1486) representing four skeletons whose role as musicians
is evident12 , and the combination and the choice of the musical instruments
is worth mentioning – the band includes a bagpipe, a portative organ, a harp,
and a pipe and tabor. Another example turns up in Tod und Stände (1648)
made by Albert Kauw, which is a copy of Niklaus Manuel’s Totentanz (1516–
1520)13 where, as in Marchard’s piece, almost every dead man has his own
instrument. Still, those two works should be treated as exceptions rather
than as examples of a general rule.
The most important source for the Baroque iconography of the Totentanz was Les Simulachres et histories faces de la mort, which is a collection of woodcuts made in 1538 by Hans Lutzburger after Hans Holbein’s
drawings.14 This set of individual scenes primarily emphasizes the idea of
social equality. What we are dealing with in Les simulachres is not so much
a dance as an anecdotal description. Compared to the earlier examples, the
skeleton increasingly takes on the role of a musician providing accompaniment as he plays instruments such as the guitar, the xylophone, the tabor,
the guitar-ﬁddle, the hurdy-gurdy, the krummhorn, the trumpet, the busine, or the kettledrum.15 Still, only ten out of the total 48 woodcuts depict
skeletons as musicians.16
In Poland, the theme of the dance of death does not appear as an iconographic subject until the latter half of the 17th century.17 The best known
and inﬂuential example of such imagery was a Dance of Death painted in
the Bernardine church in Kraków (see Figure 9.2).18 Again, the equality of
all social classes forms the central aspect of the painting. None of the dancing skeletons is playing a musical instrument but musicians can be found
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among the living people including a Polish nobleman playing a chorea mortuorum from a page of music that a skeleton is helpfully holding up for him.

Figure 9.2 A Cracow painter, Dance of Death, c. 1670, oil painting from the
Bernardine church in Cracow (fragment)

The skeleton as a symbol and Vanitas still lifes
The skeleton was a central ﬁgure in every representation of the dance of
death. It should be noted that the old medieval fascination with horror
themes and with all that is repulsive becomes discarded in Baroque art.
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In the 17th century, the decaying bodies, the wriggling worms and snakes
and the strips of ﬂaking skin are replaced by desiccated skeletons, which
are completely rid of ﬂesh and therefore emasculated, metaphorical and
arguably more aggressive than they used to be.19 Signiﬁcantly, the skeleton became an aesthetic object – sterile, shining, even beautiful – la morte
secca.20 Thanks to this transformation, the role of the skeleton changed and
similarly became a symbol. This symbolic meaning can also be deciphered
in its component parts such as the skull, the tibias, and the crossbones.
The second signiﬁcant iconographical genre of Baroque art that combined
death with musical instruments was still life. As emblematic knowledge and
iconography became increasingly widespread, paintings depicting seemingly
ordinary objects graduated to the ranks of a legitimate artistic genre.21 There
is a special type of painting referred to as Vanitas, depicting diﬀerent objects
such as fresh and withering ﬂowers, culinary dishes (food and drinks that
are either unﬁnished or hardly touched during a feast), or precious objects.
It is to this genre that still lifes with musical instruments belong. The symbolic meaning of musical still lifes is open to a variety of interpretations:
combined with books and scientiﬁc instruments or educational aids, musical instruments represented the contemplative life, vita contemplativa. At the
same time, there were representations of musical instruments accompanied
by elaborate gold plate, precious objects and jewellery, which formed a link to
the sensuous life or vita voluptosa. Finally, musical instruments also existed
in depictions of armour, trophies, war attributes or hunting weapons, where
they took on the meaning of the active life or vita activa.22 The message that
all vanitas pictures had in common was that things like secular knowledge,
luxuries, riches, honours, power and rank counted for nothing at the hour
of death – an interpretation that is corroborated by the frequent inclusion of
hour-glasses, skulls or bones in such still lifes.23
There also exist occasional still lifes composed exclusively of various instruments that look abandoned, damaged, or neglected, their strings broken
and their bodies covered with a thin layer of dust. This is a special formula
of still life as parergy, i.e. paintings that depict objects which are apparently
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triﬂing, useless or trivial.24 More than a mere allegory of worldly vanity, the
genre was also (indeed, perhaps even primarily) a symbolic image of death.

The Baroque pompa funebris
The image being discussed in this article formed a small part of a much larger
design for a pompa funebris. This was a widespread European funereal tradition in the Baroque period, and its local variant became a major part of the
17th-century Polish tradition. In Poland and Lithuania, grandiose funeral
ceremonies were de rigeur for wealthy noblemen, and they were practiced on
a scale that would only have been suitable for kings or princes in other parts
of Europe.25 All noble families aspired not only to commemorate their dead
but also to display the power and the elevated status of the family.26 For
the duration of the ceremonies (which sometimes lasted for several days),
churches or chapels were treated like specially decorated stages. What we
might call the ‘scenography’ of such funereal ceremonies always comprised
a set of core elements which could vary in type and number. To mention just
some of them, the funereal trappings included black fabric for decorating the
walls,27 candles for illumination, a raised bier of varying degrees of sumptuousness, painted or sculpted decorations, ﬂags with family crests and black
ribbons.
All decoration was subordinate to a main idea or the theoretical conceit. A range of elements such as eschatological symbols, personiﬁcations
of the virtues of the deceased noble, emblems, poems and inscriptions were
scrupulously selected for apologetic purposes, and were prepared in such
a way as to surprise the spectator.28 The Baroque penchant for variety, astonishment, wonder and unbelievable contrasts became the principle idea
for such decorations.29 The meaning of the overall programme of a castra doloris and of the church decorations was primarily connected to the political
and social status of the family.30 If there are any musical instruments or musical connotations at all, their appearance is occasional and they share in the
same meaning. One exception is worth mentioning, which took place during
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the funeral of King Ladislaus IV (Władysław IV) in Cracow’s Wawel Cathedral (1649), when Giovanni Battista Gisleni (architect, painter and musician)
built a special gallery for the choir, which was decorated with skeletons.31

Musicus mortalis, Lemma, Imago and iconographical context
As far as I am aware, the representation of the Genius of Death as a Musicus
mortalis in A Diary of a Three-day Pompa Funebris of a Right Honourable
Józef Siemieński, Castellan of Lviv is probably the only such instance in
Polish art.32 As mentioned above, the etching is an illustration in one of the
two prints published on the occasion of Józef Siemieński’s funeral. The ﬁrst
is a very detailed description of the church decorations, and the second,
a sort of pendant to the ﬁrst one, reproduces the funeral sermon. Both give
us some idea of the highly complicated project as a whole. The decorations
for the funeral were devised and made by Franciscan monks. Incidentally,
the opulence and splendour of the proceedings was of major importance to
the convent since the monastery itself had been founded by Siemieński’s
family in 1730.33
In the print we ﬁnd a description of the complex iconographical conceit
ﬁlled with visual allegories, quotations from the Bible, Latin mottos and
emblems. The ceremony was an amazing theatrum of words, light and paintings glorifying the deceased noble, his family, and his spouse, who played
the main role in staging the pompa. The image of the Musicus mortalis was
a small part of the decorations. The description states the image’s location
precisely: ‘above the choir screen, in the centre there is visible the Genius
of Death’. In my opinion, this choir decoration can, and indeed should, be
interpreted as an emblem.34 The Musicus mortalis is an imago – a pictorial
image. The words that are visible as coming out from the trumpet can be
read as the lemma or the emblem’s motto (see Figure 9.1). Also, the emblem
has two maxims or musical rebuses ﬂanking the image.
In order to understand the meaning of the emblem, we must discuss each
of its component parts. Starting with the lemma: the caption in the engraving
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is a biblical quotation from the Book of Job (Job 30: 31): Versa est luctum
cythra mea, et organum meum invocem ﬂentu (KJV: My harp also is turned to
mourning, and my organ into the voice of them that weep.)35 There is only one
more reference to the Book of Job in all of the iconographical programme of
Siemieński’s funereal sermon or in his general pompa funebris, an inscription
from Job 5: 26. The verse reads ‘Thou shalt come to thy grave in a full age,
like as a shock of corn cometh in his season’,36 and it is located between gold
candles shaped like corn sheaves that illuminated the castrum doloris. Since
the overall design comprises a variety of excerpts from other chapters of the
Bible we may assume that there was no particular reason for this choice
other than for a decorative purpose.37
The verbal description of the image of the Genius of Death is very detailed.
Each instrument is mentioned, and every part of the body that it represents
is named. We cannot be sure what it was exactly: a sculpture, a quasisculpture made of real instruments or a picture. Leaving this problem aside,
the choice of the instruments is in itself signiﬁcant. The lute depicted in
the image is ready to be played. Lutes featured prominently in vanitas still
lifes thanks to their distinctive, elegant shape. In this case, its traditional
emblematic connection with love, sexuality and seduction does not seem
to play a major role.38 The horn is a hunting instrument, and as such it
refers to the image of Death as a hunter: a typical iconographical motif in
the Triumph of Death presents a skeleton with a scythe, mercilessly hunting for people. The fact that the oboe, a sharp-voiced instrument, is placed
at the top of the composition and is connected with the neck of the violin,
likewise refers to that theme. This kind of iconography reveals a strong aﬃnity to representations of wars, plagues or disasters. The kettledrum lying
under one of the skeleton’s ‘feet’ is another instrument with military connotations. As an iconographical motif it appears on various epitaphs as an
element of panoplies. In dances of death, skeletons sometimes play drums
and kettledrums with bones for drumsticks. The meaning of the tambourine
– i.e. happy play, dancing, or joy – may have been strongly connected with
the medieval clownish Totentanz. In an inventive, if rather daring move, the
artist decided to use the characteristic shape of the violin to represent the
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head – the skull, the neck and the shoulders. This somewhat strained and
naïve analogy would have probably bordered on the ridiculous were it not
for its symbolic potential as parergy since the broken instrument, in itself
a paltry and damaged thing, eloquently displays its own marginality in the
face if death. On the other hand, it should be borne in mind that the violin
as a musical instrument was closely associated with Death, though not so
much in iconography as in the popular consciousness.39 The next group of
instruments that are used in this concetto are wind instruments, namely the
bassoon and the oboe, mimicking the femur and the tibia. This is signiﬁcant,
since piszczel, the Polish name for ‘tibia’, resembles the word piszczałka (ﬁfe
or pipe), a parallel that harks back to the most archetypical way of thinking
about music instruments as made of bones. In still lifes, tibiae and recorders
are sometimes used interchangeably because of their elongated shape.40
Finally, the symbolic meaning of the trumpet needs to be considered. In
the image in question, the trumpet seems to be the only real musical instrument, i.e. it is not anthropomorphized, and it does not form part of the
skeletal musician; instead, it is actually being played by the Musicus mortalis. In the funereal context, it should be pointed out that the trumpet was
always connected with the visions of Old Testament prophets as well as with
eschatological announcements about the end of time – a clear meaning in
Polish Baroque imagery. A good example is provided in a book written in
1670 by Klemens Bolesławiusz, tellingly entitled Przeraźliwe echo trąby ostatecznej (The Terrifying Reverberation of the Final Trumpet),41 a text that
was one of the most popular religious texts in Poland, helping to shape Polish
culture’s eschatological imagery right until World War II. The trumpet plays
a dominant role in the discussed image since it seems to be pronouncing the
words – the lemma – that form the key to understanding the emblem. The
only element in the image that is not associated with music is the hour-glass.
A typical vanity symbol, it reminds us of the transitory and temporary nature
of human life. In another interesting detail, the hour-glass as a symbol of
the impermanence of human life is positioned next to the sheet of music.
This symbolizes the extremely transitory character of music, the score being
its only durable element.
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To reﬂect on the idea of constructing this kind of image we need to pay
attention to the mannerist iconographical tradition of double-images.42 The
ﬁrst well-known artist that deserves a mention in this context is Arcimboldo,
who engaged in intellectual play with the viewer, and his convention of portrait painting and allegorical representations of the human ﬁgure had a major impact on the imagination of generations of later artists. Portraits and
human silhouettes comprising the attributes of their respective professions
became very popular, primarily in engravings. On a side note, this kind of
‘Archimboldesque’ style also had an inﬂuence on opera costumes. In music
iconography, the most important was Habit de Musicienne from a large body
of images representing diﬀerent professions in Costumi Grotteschi by Nicolas
Larmessin.43 We also ﬁnd this way of thinking about costume in one of the
six costume ‘grotesques’ for opera engraved by Jeacques Lepautre after Jean
Berain the Elder, in the comic dame as ‘leader of the country music’ in the
Ballet des fees de la Forêt de Saint Germain (1653), and in Bonnart’s Habit
de musicien (1721) or Papillon de la Ferte’s Habit d’Apollon-Viollon.44

The maxim – two musical rebuses
The third element of an emblem was its maxim – in this case, the maxim took
the form of two musical rebuses. As in other paratheatrical events, emblems
had a special status as part of a pompa funebris. The two inscriptions were
carefully laid out in such a way as to attract the attention of onlookers.45
Such musical rebuses belonged to a larger genre of poesis ﬁgurata or visual
poetry, and musical poems of this kind mostly appeared in occasional panegyric prints. In A Diary of the three-day pompa funebris we ﬁnd several
examples of such visual poetry which were used as part of the decorations in
the Wisznia church. In 18th-century Polish poetry, two authors in particular
were known as practitioners of the musical rebus genre. Their names were
Klemens Herka and Maurycy Kiełkowski,46 and their poems belonged to
a genre known as the carmen musicum or the griphus musicus. The two were
very similar in terms of their main outlines and titles (paramytheticon).47
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In our case, the image is ﬂanked by two musical rebuses. Compared to the
two poets just mentioned, the musical form of the Wisznia rebuses would
seem to have been signiﬁcant. They were both epigrams written in hexameters, a typical form for this kind of poetry. Their meaning is quite mysterious
and surprising, and can only be understood in connection with the remaining elements of the emblem. Both poems are shaped like staves, with the
musical notes appearing within a single octave in an ascending or a descending order. The point of the rebus is to ﬁll in the missing syllables using
the Latin names of their corresponding notes:
The ﬁrst poem:
UT REsonem MInitor FAciam iam SOLio LAbella
UT REferam MIrum FAcinus SOLitumque LAtronis
I warn that when I sound I will make the funeral bowl appear for a while on the tomb
When I talk about an amazing crime that the criminal had committed.

The meaning of the second poem is a little less abstruse:
LAcrima SOLa FAcit MInimum REsonanter UT aiam
LAmentis SOLum FAtum MIhi ﬂeRE locUTum
[Just] one tear makes me speak as softly as possible
the fate that has been predicted for me – to only cry among lamentations.48

The ﬁrst rebus, using the ascending direction of notes (see Figure 9.3),
reveals the object – the trumpet or the ‘person’ (the Musicus mortalis) as
Death. In its warning, we read the familiar symbolic understanding of music
as a deadly inﬂuence. When it sounds, a funeral will need to be prepared –
a funeral bowl will appear on the tomb because someone will die – and the
eﬀect will be the same as the eﬀects of a criminal’s monstrous depravity. The
rebus precedes the imago, appearing as a sort of announcement. The second
rebus is located on the opposite side of the image and is no longer concerned
with the deceased. Instead, it relates to the mourners who have remained.
The meaning of the poem is that although death is followed by nothing but
cries and lamentations, that lamentation brings relief – just one tear makes
me speak as softly as possible. The idea for this ﬂanking layout and the
directionality of the notes (ascending and descending within the space of an
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octave to announce death and sorrow) all point to a highly ingenious conceit
representing the eschatological connotations of Alpha and Omega.

Figure 9.3 Two musical rebuses ﬂanking the image in the woodcut from Diariusz trzydniowej pogrzebowej pompy I. W. Imci Pana Józefa Siemieńskiego,
kasztelana lwowskiego (Wrocław, 1761), p. 7; Cracow: Jagiellonian Library,
Early Printed Books Department, entry BJ 915 240 III; published by kind
permission of the Jagiellonian Library

Conclusion
This representation furnishes us with an indication of the level of complexity
present in Siemienski’s pompa funebris. On the face of it, it might seem
surprising that the members of a convent in a small town like Wisznia were
highly educated enough to come up with such an ingenious conceit but in
fact there is nothing amazing about it. Lviv was a major intellectual centre
in 17th-century Poland, a place where even private citizens’ libraries could
boast copies of important iconographical and emblematic publications. The
most important examples of the genre such as Alciatus’s Emblematum liber
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(1531), Ripa’s Iconologia (1593) or Picinelli’s Mundus symbolicus (1681) were
well known in Lviv along with other Polish publications in the genre.49
We do not know who was responsible for designing the Musicus mortalis.
The title page of the print record only the name of the preacher, neither the
sermon nor any other part of the funeral decorations contain anything like
this evident and direct reference to music in the image of the Musicus mortalis. This leads us to suppose that the inventor of the conceit might have
been a musician, a conjecture made all the more plausible given the abovementioned example of Gisleni’s work. Also, the inventor was most probably
well versed in emblematic conventions, and he decided to tap the major area
of death’s musical connotations for the choir decorations to accentuate the
musical character of the church space, which is what makes the juxtaposition of a very complex and advanced conceit with its relatively slipshod
graphic execution so interesting.
To sum up, the image of the Musicus mortalis that formed a small part
of a large-scale funereal conceit belongs ﬁrmly in what was a striking but
typical phenomenon of Polish Baroque culture. Nevertheless, the musical
subject and the use of musical associations, symbols and elements make
this representation unique. With the rich repertoire of Baroque visual poetry
to choose from, the inventor chose a form with the most musical of connotations, binding the elements together to surprise and to amaze the captivated
onlooker.
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